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Abstract— The High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT)
is an octagonal design PET camera with 119,808 crystals arranged
in a dual layer to determine the Depth Of Interaction (DOI)
and compensate for the parallax effect. The DOI discrimination
is based on the identification of the layer in which the gamma
interaction occurred using pulse shape discrimination. However
the observed fractional crystal efficiency is count rate dependent,
thus affecting the accuracy of the pulse shape discrimination. In
this study we investigated the impact of the mismatch between
the emission and the normalization scan count rate on image
uniformity using phantom data when DOI correction was applied
and when it was switched off. Count rate mismatch was found to
manifest itself in form of streaking artifacts and high frequency
non-uniformities with a star shape pattern in Fourier space. It
was found to be enhanced when DOI correction was applied.
In realistic scanning conditions assessed with non-human primate
data the effect of count rate mismatch was found to be nearly negligible with DOI correction present or absent. Since DOI corrected
data proved to be more sensitive to an emission/normalization
count rate mismatch, the impact of DOI on resolution and
biological measure obtained in realistic scanning conditions was
further evaluated. With DOI determination, spatial resolution was
improved by up to 7% in the outer part of the FoV where it
was measured to be 2.9 ± 0.2mm (SPAN 3) and 3.3 ± 0.2mm
(SPAN 9) and the biological parameters (binding potentials)
extracted from the non-human primate study were improved by
up to 5%. In summary this study shows a greater sensitivity to
emission/normalization count rate mismatch in phantom studies
when DOI correction is present. However much less sensitivity
is observed in realistic data, while the resolution uniformity
advantage due to DOI determination is still noticeable, not only in
resolution measurement but also in the accuracy of the biological
measures extracted from realistic scanning protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE ECAT HRRT (High Resolution Research Tomograph,
CTI PET Systems, Knoxville, TN, USA) is a Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) camera with an octagonal design
and gaps in between heads. Its numerous crystals (119,808) are
arranged in a dual layer (LSO first layer and LYSO second
layer) to determine the Depth Of Interaction (DOI) of the
gamma photons and compensate for the parallax effect [1].
The DOI determination is based on the back to front layer
positioning (discrete and binary determination) obtained by
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pulse shape discrimination to distinguish between events in
the back layer from those in the front layer. However it has
been found that the observed fractional crystal efficiency is
count rate dependent [2], likely due to pile-up effects occurring
at higher count rate, thus affecting the accuracy of the pulse
shape discrimination. In this study we investigate the impact of
the mismatch between the emission and the normalization scan
count rate using data acquired from a uniform cylinder. Such
impact was evaluated in presence and in absence of the DOI
information in the projection data. In addition we evaluate the
impact of DOI determination on realistic data obtained from
a non-human primate study. Finally we investigate the impact
of the DOI determination on the spatial resolution in order to
compare resolution and image uniformity.
II. M ETHOD
A. Uniform Phantom Study
1) DOI and Count Rates: We scanned for 12 hours a
uniform cylinder phantom with a length and a diameter of 20cm
and filled with 2.36mCi of 18 F at the beginning of the scan.
The list-mode data set was sorted in a SPAN 3 and SPAN
9 axial compression mode with and without the DOI feature
into 5 frames all containing 5 × 106 prompts with a mean
prompt count rate of CRem =1200, 606, 210, 96 and 29 kcps.
For the normalization, we used a strong and a weak 68 Ge rod
source with a prompt count rate of CRnorm =609 and 119 kcps.
The normalizations were processed with and without the DOI
information.
The images were reconstructed using a fully 3D Ordered
Subset Expectation Maximization - Ordinary Poisson algorithm
(OSEM3D-OP) [3] with 4 iterations and 16 subsets and using
the analytical method Fourier Rebinning + Direct Inversion
Fourier Transform (FORE+DIFT) algorithm. Both series of
reconstructions were performed with correction for attenuation
and scatter and using both normalizations. The 100 central
transaxial planes were then summed into a single image
(summed plane) and image uniformity was visually assessed
by the absence or presence of image artifacts.
2) Statistical Aspect: The same list-mode data set was
also sorted into a first series of 4 frames containing 1, 2,
4 and 8 billions prompts with a mean prompts count rate
CRem =210 kcps and into a second series of 3 frames containing 1, 2 and 3.5 billions prompts with a mean count rate
CRem =100 kcps. Images were reconstructed using the high
count rate normalization (mismatched emission and normalization count rates) and OSEM3D-OP with 4 iterations and
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16 subsets. Image uniformity was again visually assessed on
individual and summed planes.
3) Gaps Influence: The frame containing 8 billions
prompts (6.7 billions trues) with a mean prompts count rate
CRem =210 kcps was also reconstructed using OSEM3D-ANW
(Attenuation and Normalization Weighted) and the high count
rate normalization. This reconstruction was then segmented
to generate a synthetic identical uniform phantom which was
forward projected onto both, a continuous detector (no gaps)
and a detector with gaps simulating the HRRT acquisition.
Projection data were rescaled to match the number of trues
(6.7 billions) in the original frame (including Poisson noise)
and then reconstructed with OSEM3D-ANW.
B. Non-human primate study
A non-human primate underwent a 60 min 11Cdihydrotetrabenazine (DTBZ) scan after a 6 min transmission
scan and a 5mCi bolus injection. The list-mode data set was
sorted using or not the DOI information into a sequence of
14 frames ranging between 60 and 450 seconds. The number
of prompts per frame ranged from 13 to 140 millions and
the count rate ranged between 600 and 50 kcps. Frames were
reconstructed using both FORE+DIFT and OSEM3D-OP with
16 subsets and 6 iterations and a 2 mm Gaussian post-filter.
The count rate of the normalization used here was 609 kcps.
Three regions of interest (ROIs) were placed on each striatum
(caudate, putamen and ventral striatum) and six were placed
on the occipital cortex. The ROIs were placed on five adjacent
HRRT planes. The reference region ROI was obtained as
average of the six cortical ROIs. Binding potential (BP) values
were approximated by the ratio between the striatal ROI values
and reference region ROI values - 1 and were evaluated for
each striatum. For more details on this non-human primate
study see [4].
C. Spatial Resolution Measurement
In order to evaluated the spatial resolution performance of
the HRRT with and without the DOI capability, we used 15
printed point sources on a sheet of paper [5] placed on a 5 × 3
grid and spaced by 3cm and 4cm along the X and Z directions
respectively. The sheet was placed close to the center of the
FoV at an offset along the Y-axis of 2cm and centered along
the axial (Z) direction. The offsets along the X-axis ranged from
0 up to 12cm. The total activity for the 15 points sources at
the beginning of the scan was 11.7µCi. During this 1hour scan
a total of 32 × 106 prompts were acquired. This experiment
was repeated a second time with a 4cm translation of the paper
sheet along the Z-axis and 24 × 106 prompts were acquired.
The list-mode data set was histogrammed in a SPAN 3
axial compression mode with and without the DOI feature.
The sinograms were then reconstructed using the 3D OSEMOP algorithm with no attenuation nor scatter correction since
the point sources were placed in air. We used 16 subsets and
4 iterations after having checked that the spatial resolution
does not vary with the number of iterations since no detector
response compensation was used in the reconstruction. The
reconstructed point sources were analyzed in accordance with

the NEMA standards to extract their FWHMs along the 3 main
axes. The root mean square (RMS) of those 3 components
was evaluated defining the RMS spatial resolution as well
their product defining the volume resolution. The 30 point
measurements provided from both scans were used to process
the means and standard deviations.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Uniform Phantom Study
1) DOI and Count Rates: The visual inspection of the
summed planes shows a systematic streaks artifact forming a
griding pattern in the reconstructed images when the emission
and the normalization have mismatched count rates (Fig. 1
middle left) and are reconstructed with the DOI option, whereas
no streaks artifact appears with matched count rates (Fig. 1
upper left). This artifact has a characteristic 8 branch star
signature in the Fourier space as shown on Fig. 1 (middle right)
linked to the octagonal pattern of the scanner. The amplitude
of those high frequencies present in the images is however
very small compared to the low frequencies amplitudes: a
threshold ranging between 0.5% and 5% of the central peak had
been set on the Fourier images to remove the low frequencies
components which are preponderant in the spectrum. In the
matched count rate case, no griding artifact is visible in the
activity distribution and this is confirmed by the isotropy of
its frequencies distribution (Fig. 1 upper right). Thus, in this
study, the presence or absence of the griding artifact is visually
assessed upon images in the Fourier space with the presence
or absence of the star artifact.
We note that the star artifact is independent on the reconstruction method used since both, OSEM3D-OP which is an iterative
statistical algorithm, and FORE+DIFT which is an analytical
algorithm with a gap filling procedure, generate the star artifact
when emission and normalization count rates are mismatched
and the DOI information is used (Fig. 2 upper row).
When the DOI information is not used, the artifact is
significantly removed from the OSEM3D-OP image (Fig. 1
lower row) and almost totally removed from the FORE+DIFT
image. Thus, if not the cause of the star artifact, the use of the
DOI information is an enhancing factor.
We also verified that the creation of the star artifact is not
linked to the data axial compression since the artifact is also
visible in SPAN 9 reconstructions (Fig. 2 middle row).
Inspecting the reconstructions corresponding to the various
count rate cases we have investigated, we found out that the
images are free of artifact as in Fig. 1 (upper row) when
the emission count rate matches the normalization count rate
approximately in the range: 1/5 < CRnorm /CRem < 3.
2) Statistical Aspect: The star artifact appears only on very
high statistics images and is generally not visible on individual
transaxial planes. The amplitude of the artifact depends on the
number of counts in the study and on the amplitude of the
mismatch between the emission and the normalization count
rates. Table I is an attempt to summarize the minimal statistical
conditions under which the star artifact is visible in images. For
each noise realization (number of prompts in the frame) and
normalization to emission count rates ratio, we investigated the
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Fig. 1. Left column: Reconstructed spatial distributions of the activity in the
uniform cylinder phantom using OSEM3D-OP with SPAN 3 axial compression.
Sum over 100 transaxial planes. Right column: Their associated image in
the Fourier domain. Upper row: with DOI determination and matched count
rates in emission and normalization data. Middle row: with DOI determination
and mismatched count rates. Lower row: without DOI determination and
mismatched count rates.

minimal number of transaxial planes to be summed together to
make the star artifact visible.
The higher is the statistical level in the frame, the more likely
is the star artifact to appear. With a ratio CRnorm /CRem ∼ 3,
25 planes need to be stacked together to see the artifact when
the frame contains 0.5 billion prompts, whereas only 4 planes
are sufficient in a 8 billions prompts frame (Fig. 2 lower
row). Similarly, the further away from the count rates matching
condition is the CRnorm /CRem ratio, the more likely is the
star artifact to appear. However, the statistical level in the frame
is a more preponderant factor than the level of count rates
mismatch for the occurrence of the artifact (the minimal number
of planes to be summed varies slowly with the CRnorm /CRem
ratio).
3) Gaps Influence: We investigated if there is a link between
the star artifact and the presence of gaps in the HRRT. We used
two simulations of the projection data of a uniform cylinder
identical to the physical phantom we scanned. Both simulations
had a high number of counts to simulate a frame in which

Fig. 2.
Left column: Reconstructed spatial distributions of the activity
in the uniform cylinder phantom with DOI determination and mismatched
count rates in emission and normalization data. Summed transaxial plane.
Right column: Their associated image in the Fourier domain. Upper row:
FORE+DIFT reconstruction in SPAN 3. Sum over 100 transaxial planes.
Middle row: OSEM3D-OP reconstruction in SPAN 9. Sum over 100 transaxial
planes. Lower row: High counts frame (8 × 109 prompts) reconstructed with
OSEM3D-OP in SPAN 3. Sum over 4 transaxial planes.

the star artifact is present (Fig. 3 top right). One simulation
had no gaps and the other one had gaps simulating the HRRT
detection process (Fig. 3 top left). The image reconstructed
from the projection data without gaps showed no star artifact
(Fig. 3 bottom left), whereas the data with gaps produced a star
artifact in the Fourier space (Fig. 3 bottom right) despite the
griding artifact was not obvious in the image space.
This lead to conclude that the star artifact is probably due
to the presence of gaps in between the HRRT’s detector heads.
The DOI information and the count rates mismatch seem to be
only an enhancing factor for the star artifact and are not the
main cause of it.
B. Non-human primate study
We checked the non-human primate images sequence for
the presence of the star artifact and none of the 14 reconstructed frames showed the artifact. Only the last 5 frames
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TABLE I
S TATISTICAL ASPECT OF THE STAR ARTIFACT OCCURRENCE . S EE TEXT FOR

even if met, the presence of contrast in the image hides it.

DETAILS .

CRnorm /CRem
∼0.1
∼3

∼6
∼20

# prompts
[billions]
0.5
0.5
1
2
4
8
0.5
1
2
3.5
0.5

# planes
(minimum)
20
25
9
7
5
4
20
7
5
4
15

Fig. 4. Left column: Reconstructed spatial distribution of the activity in a
non-human primate with mismatched emission and normalization count rates
using OSEM3D-OP with SPAN 9 axial compression. Summed transaxial plane.
Right column: Their associated image in the Fourier domain. Upper row: a late
5min frame. Lower row: a one hour frame (entire scan).

Fig. 3. Upper Left: Diagram showing the octagonal design of the HRRT and
its gaps. Upper right: Fourier transform of the sum of 11 transaxial planes
of a uniform physical phantom reconstructed with OSEM3D-ANW using mismatched emission and normalization count rates. Lower left: Fourier transform
of the sum of 11 transaxial planes of a synthetic phantom reconstructed with
OSEM3D-ANW from simulated projection data without gaps. Lower right:
idem as lower left, but with gaps in the projection data.

had mismatched emission/normalization count rates with ratios
CRnorm /CRem ranging between 3.7 and 12.4. But those late
frames had a very low statistics with a total number of prompts
per frame lower than 50M (Fig. 4 upper row). We also checked
a 60min frame in order to increase the statistics. The mean
count rates ratio was then 3.0 and the total number of prompts
was 732 × 106 . We summed 30 planes together and no artifact
was visible (Fig. 4 lower row). Despite the fact that all criteria
are met in this image to produce the star artifact (count rate
mismatch, DOI information and high statistics), it is not visible
whereas it would be visible on a uniform phantom image
meeting those criteria. We can think that the presence of
contrast in the image hides the artifact or prevents its formation.
Thus the presence of the star artifact in real scan situations is
unlikely since the high statistics condition is rarely met and

When DOI information is used, the BPs are higher by up
to 5% than those evaluated without the DOI information as
seen in Figure. 5. This increase of the BP is due to the higher
spatial resolution and thus lower partial volume effect. The
improvement of the BP is less visible in the ventral striata
since those ROIs are located in a more central position in
the FoV than the other ROIs. We also note that the BPs are
improved with the DOI information on both, OSEM3D-OP and
FORE+DIFT reconstructions. See [4] for more details on this
non-human primate study.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the binding potentials in the striatal region of a nonhuman primate extracted from OSEM3D-OP and FORE+DIFT reconstructions
with and without DOI determination.BPs are evaluated from SPAN 3 and
SPAN 9 rebinned data.

C. Spatial Resolution Measurement
Tables II and III summarize the spatial resolutions measured
in the central and external regions of the FoV (radial offset of
2cm and 12 cm) from reconstructions of projection data with
SPAN 3 and SPAN 9 axial compression respectively, and using
or not the DOI information.
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TABLE II
S PATIAL RESOLUTIONS IN THE INNER AND OUTER PARTS OF THE F OV IN
SPAN 3.

NODOI
DOI
NODOI
DOI

@
@
@
@

2cm
2cm
12cm
12cm

VOL. RES.
[MM3 ]
18.38±1.46
16.93±1.70
27.88±3.15
23.15±3.76

RMS RES.
[MM]
2.65±0.07
2.58±0.08
3.11±0.09
2.88±0.14

FWHM X
[MM]
2.53±0.16
2.47±0.18
3.76±0.08
3.32±0.12

FWHM Z
[MM]
2.54±0.11
2.48±0.12
2.64±0.17
2.57±0.19

TABLE III
S PATIAL RESOLUTIONS IN THE INNER AND OUTER PARTS OF THE F OV IN
SPAN 9.

NODOI
DOI
NODOI
DOI

@
@
@
@

2cm
2cm
12cm
12cm

VOL. RES.
[MM3 ]
19.24±1.55
17.68±1.73
41.04±3.02
33.37±4.47

RMS RES.
[MM]
2.69±0.07
2.61±0.08
3.50±0.09
3.25±0.14

FWHM X
[MM]
2.58±0.14
2.51±0.17
3.79±0.08
3.32±0.14

FWHM Z
[MM]
2.59±0.11
2.54±0.12
3.75±0.25
3.58±0.28

As expected, there was no significant change of the FWHM
with the axial position of the point sources and the DOI mode
did not improve significantly its Z component (2.51±0.16mm
vs 2.59±0.13mm in SPAN 3). Due to the parallax effect, the
spatial resolution varies significantly along the radial position
(see Fig. 6). Without the DOI mode, the volume resolution
varies from =18.4mm3 at 2cm up to 27.9mm3 at 12cm, which
corresponds to a volume resolution degradation of 52%.
The two crystal layers allowing the DOI determination
reduce the degradation of the resolution, however without
eliminating it, probably due to their discrete and binary aspect.
For the most external points at 12cm, the DOI feature improved
the volume resolution by 17% (and the X component of the
FWHM by 0.44mm or 12%) which represents a somewhat
modest improvement. However, the DOI mode reduced also
the variation of the resolution along the radial position down
to 36% (between 2cm and 12cm) instead of 52% without DOI.
Hence, we can expect that the shape of the activity distribution
would be better preserved with the DOI mode in the external
regions of the FoV.
The RMS resolution in SPAN 3 is 13% better than the RMS
resolution in SPAN 9 due to the better resolution along the Z
axis in SPAN 3.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This study shows that the DOI determination in the HRRT
improves the spatial resolution by up to 7% (RMS) or 17%
(volume resolution) in the outer part of the FoV. DOI determination on the HRR corrects partially for the parallax effect. We
measured the RMS spatial resolution across the FoV to range
between 2.6±0.1mm and 2.9±0.2mm in SPAN 3 and between
2.6 ± 0.1mm and 3.3 ± 0.2mm in SPAN 9.
DOI determination improved the biological parameters (binding
potentials) in the non-human primate study we investigated by
up to 5%.
We identified a streaks artifact on reconstructed images of
uniform phantom scans with very high statistics which seems to

Fig. 6. Upper Left: Volume resolution along the radial offset in the FoV in
SPAN3. Upper Right: idem in SPAN 9. Lower Left: RMS spatial resolution
along the radial offset in the FoV in SPAN3. Lower Right: X component of
FWHM along the X offset in the FoV in SPAN3.

be due to the presence of gaps in between the detector heads.
It has a characteristic 8 branch star signature in the Fourier
space and is independent on the reconstruction algorithm.
The star artifact is dramatically enhanced by the use of the
DOI information during the reconstruction process and by the
mismatch between the emission and the normalization count
rates (CRnorm /CRem < 1/5 or CRnorm /CRem > 3).
However, the star artifact should have no impact on studies
scanned in realistic conditions. It could likely be corrected
using a count rate dependent correction in the reconstruction
algorithm [2] or a count rate dependent normalization.
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